Helper Floating Neck Bracelet
Gives Additional Buoyancy in Emergency Situations
Insurance for Swimmers
Compact
According to statistics, about 400 thousand people around the world
become victims of water-related incidents every year. The main
cause of drowning is accidental, which is caused by various factors.
One of the main reason for drowning is not being able to swim. Such
people should not be in the water at all without lifesaving equipment
(life preserver ring or vest), even if they enter the water without
intending to swim but to stand in it at the waist. This is because you
can be in the depth suddenly for numerous reasons such as now
knowing how deep the water is, from an unexpected high wave or a
sudden strong undercurrent. But in contrast to popular belief - most
drowned could swim.
Statistics show that thousands of cases are recorded yearly in the
world where it is precisely those who can swim (both adults and
children) that perish due to whirlpools or undercurrents which take
them away from the shore. There are also numerous cases where
swimming in cold water causes seizures in the limbs, making it
difficult for a person to swim ashore.
Drowning in water is also caused by illness: heart attacks during
swimming, epileptic seizures, sudden weakness, dizziness, etc.
Statistics also suggest that among all drowning people, young men
from 15 to 30 years are registered most often. Also, a huge
percentage of deaths from drowning occur in children aged 1 to 14
years, left unattended even for a couple of minutes.

We offer you Helpers - a means of insurance, self-rescue and first aid in the
water which gives extra buoyancy to the body in emergency situations (like the
ones described above) and in many others, that are difficult to imagine, which
you can suddenly find yourself in. Helper rescue bracelets are not a full-fledged
professional rescue equipment on the water. Although, they can really give you
a chance to survive and not drown. Helpers are convenient because they are
compact, do not prevent you from swimming comfortably, do not restrict your
movements on the shore, and most importantly – they are always with you as a
means of first aid in emergency situations whether you are alone or with
company.
Entering the water, wear your Helper just in case! This will give you more
confidence and peace of mind when swimming. After all, calm behavior in a
critical situation and lack of panic can significantly reduce the risk of drowning.
After activation, the Helper Neck Bracelet will prevent your head from going
under water and is thus able to keep a person afloat.
Dear customer! Thank you for purchasing the Helper Floating Neck Bracelet.
Our safety precaution device is suitable to be worn for swimming, sailings,
surfing, fishing, camping and can also be a floating-aid in swimming classes. In
case of emergency all you must do is pull the red hand grip down calmly to
activate the inflation of an internal air bag. Helper will enhance your ability to
float on water and in the span of a few seconds, it will lift your head above the
water surface.
We support encouraging responsible health behaviours and would really
appreciate it, should you see the true value of our water safety campaign.
Please recommend our product to your friends as this could save their lives.
Should you have any questions or would like to share with us your Helper
Floating Neck Bracelet recent experiences and impressions, please send us a
message or leave feedback at our web-site www.helperdevice.com.

Thank you for your collaboration in ‘leading killer’ prevention!

Helper Device Corporation Team.
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Please read all instructions and precautions carefully before use.
Misuse of the device's equipment and device malfunction may
cause damage and injury to your body (If you are not familiar
with the instructions and precautions).
This product is a life support device. The device is designed for
people who can swim.
When pulling the cord, pull away from your body calmly.
Do not try to repair the product yourself.
Helper Neck Bracelet is not personal protective equipment. This
is life support equipment for maritime safety to be used as a neck
bracelet. It does not hinder the movements of the wearer when
involved in a marine activity.
Helper Neck Bracelet is an automatic, inflatable, portable
lifesaving support equipment. If you enjoy sailing, surfing,
swimming, fishing and other aquatic activities, this item is a
necessity for you.
Before and after use, please keep the product in a cool place
below 50℃ without direct sunlight.
Do not use volatile detergents such as alcohol or solvents when
cleaning the product. Please do not keep it in high temperature
conditions.
The warranty for this product use is within 1 year after its
purchase date.
Don’t forget that nothing, including Helper, can guarantee you
100% protection from drowning! Be careful in the water!
Recommended for people aged 10 or older.

How to Wear and Use Helper Floating Neck Bracelet
 Please use only if you need additional buoyancy.
 Take a look at the device before entering the water, you have to hang it
on your neck and adjust if needed.
[1]
Put your HELPER device on
your neck, fasten the buckle
and tighten the strap.

[2]
In case of emergency, pull
down the red cord hand grip
to activate the air bag.

[3]
The inflated air bag will hold
your head up on the water
surface. Keep calm and
swim to safety. Use the LED
whistle on the device to
attract attention in order to
receive help. The LED is
activated by turning the tip
of the whistle gently
counter clockwise.

WARNING

This product is not a life jacket or personal flotation device
(PFD).
Before using the Helper Neck Bracelet please read the
following safety recommendations carefully. If you have
any questions, please contact us at
www.helperdevice.com.
 Helper Neck Bracelet has a built-in tube inside of the body, reuse is
not possible after the detonator is activated.
 If you open the body manually, it is impossible to reattach it.

 If you pull the handgrip, the built-in tube expands and will be
inflated immediately. This assists your safety in emergency
situations.

 Please note that there is a risk of damaging the tube with sharp
materials.
 Do not wear the Helper Floating Neck Bracelet anywhere other
than on your neck.

 This device contains compressed Co2 cartridges.
 Do not expose it to direct sunlight, puncture it, or store it at high
temperature.

 Do not inhale the contents of the Co2 cartridge, or discharge it
toward the face or body. The contents may cause illness, skin and
eye inflammation concerns and it can cause frostbite.
 Please refrain from using the after drinking alcohol. Drinking
alcohol interferes with judgment and balance, it affects swimming
and diving skills and reduces physical homoiothermic abilities.
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